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With CRIMINAL PROCEDURE FOR THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE PROFESSIONAL, Eleventh Edition,

you'll have everything you need to develop a comprehensive understanding of the legal rights,

duties, and liabilities of criminal justice professionals. This timely book presents a uniquely practical,

real-life approach to criminal procedure, which makes it an ideal reference book as you begin your

career. Using clear and concise statements of criminal procedure law and understandable

explanations of the reasoning behind the law, authors John N. Ferdico, Henry F. Fradella, and

Christopher Totten clarify potentially confusing and obscure legal matters. Additionally, they reduce

the complexity of criminal procedure law into simple, straightforward guidelines and

recommendations, illustrated with interesting examples of actual cases.
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Good book, needed it for class but it is pretty informative and easy to read. Would recommend the

10th edition though if you need to save money, essentially the exact same book the only difference

is that the exclusionary rule is in different chapters

I purchased this book for school. I ordered one that was in good condition and at first I thought it

was okay. The more I got into the book there was some writing and highlighting and now that I'm in

the middle of the book even just having the book open is making the book fall apart. There was a

part in the middle where it was starting to fall apart but its just getting worse and worse. With

ordering a book that is in good condition I wouldn't except this to happen, and not after using it for 2



weeks.

The book came in very rough condition, it was useable but I know  won't take it back even though

they sent it to me in this crappy falling apart condition. The other textbook I received was in great

condition but this one the spine is separating and there are markings and highlighting all throughout

the text! Definite fail on 's part!

The content of the book was great but when I received the book it was damaged I did not bother to

return it because my class had started and I needed the book. I rented this book so when I returned

they did not accept it because it was damaged when it was already damaged when they sent it to

me in the first place.

Love the idea of renting a textbook - the prices are unbeatable! The only thing that concerned me

was the speed of delivery - worried for nothing. The text arrived within 3 days!

Good textbook. The page shading makes it a bit difficult to read, but the material is relevant and as

up-to-date as is possible.

I have been very please with this book so far. NO issues to report. Book is easy to read and

understand.

This a great book for the criminal justice major. Clear, concise and not difficult to read.
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